
 
 

 

 

WOODEN PRODUCTS CONSERVATION GUIDELINE 
  
To make sure our wooden products will last for years we prepare an information how to use and take 

care of products that are made of natural wood.   

Our products are made of solid wood and are 100% natural and hygroscopic so they are susceptible 

to environmental conditions.   

Wood material is highly vulnerable to moisture, dryness and other extreme settings, so picking a 

place with a consistent temperature is best.  

Under the influence of humidity changes wood may expand or shrink but it’s natural process. While 

it’s long exposure on humidity changes the wood may deform in C shape. When humidity drops for 

longer period and air is dry then natural wood will crack.   

Also because of humidity changes the wood may change shape and size and it’s natural process. 

Exposure on sunlight can cause darkening the wood and it’s also natural process.   

To keep the product in good condition we recommended maintain a minimum relative humidity of 

45-60% and temperature 18-20°C.  

During the heating season we advise to use humidifier to keep and optimal humidity in the room. 

Please remember that air conditioner also may change level of humidity.   

To protect wooden table top against dryness and humidity use a special protector- oils dedicated for 

wood. It’s important to impregnate the wood in the direction of the grain. You can use all kinds of 

oils, waxes and polishes easy to buy in Builders Warehouse store and online shops. Seller is not 

responsible for using inappropriate caring products.   

Warning: Products made of solid wood are highly flammable, keep them far away from fire.   

Table tops are prone to staining and scratches, so make sure while using it to use cutting board. To 

avoid staining , do not spit any liquids especially colorful or oily. Clean table top using damp, soft 

cloth without any chemicals. Do not leave any wet stains on table tops it may cause reshapes of 

wood.   

Mechanical damages (scratches, dent, etc.) that are results of using are not subject to complaints.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

Way of table top impregnation using special oil for natural wood  

Take simple precautions to guard wood tables against future damage.  

Our products with wooden table top are impregnated with a layer of natural oil. While using it that 

layer may be damaged . It’s important to impregnate it on the beginning even every 2 months.   

Use the instruction carefully to impregnate the wood:  

• First remove the old layer of oil using sandpaper with low gradation P 180-220. Remember to do it in 

the direction of the grain.  

• Next clean the surface after grinding(to remove the rest of dust) using hoover or dry cloth. Never use 

wet cloth.  

• Start application using a flat brush or soft cloth in the direction of the grain. The amount of layers 

depend on what kind of product you using( read instruction).   

• After about 30 minutes remove the excess of the oil using dry cloth.  

• Drying time specifies oil producer.  

Make sure that oil you using is properly selected to type of wood, read the producer information.   

  


